- Wide variety of suspension / axle configurations
- Versatility for the global market
- Low-maintenance

Axle that fits global needs
Hendrickson offers a full line of industry standard, low maintenance non-integrated trailer axles to fit a variety of configurations for the global, commercial and industrial vehicle markets. TRLAXLE® trailer axles are available in numerous spindle types, capacities and axle tracks, drum or air disc brakes, various RTR® READY-TO-ROLL® wheel-ends, slack adjuster and brake chamber options – to fit either air or mechanical spring applications.

By combining Hendrickson TRLAXLE trailer axles with HT™ Series air suspensions, Hendrickson offers a wide variety of suspension / axle combinations and application coverage. TRLAXLE trailer axles deliver a low cost, low maintenance solution with superior customer and warranty support.

To learn more about TRLAXLE, call Hendrickson or visit www.hendrickson.com.au
**TRLAXLE® Trailer Axle Features and Benefits**

### Axle
- Axle rating 11.3t
- 5-inch round axle with 5/8-inch wall
- Patented axle filter protects the wheel-end from contamination

### HP and HN Spindles
- Friction-welded
- Parallel spindle promotes even lubrication of inner and outer bearings

### S-cam
- 28 spline long enclosed S-cam

### Drum Brakes
- 16 1/2-inch brake shoe diameters in various widths

### Hendrickson Proprietary Brake Linings
- All drum brake axles come standard with HXS® Hendrickson Extended Service™ thicker linings

### TRLAXLE Trailer Axle Features and Benefits
- **HXL5®** Hendrickson Extended-Life 3-year System, featuring a three-year 800,000km warranty* on HN or HP spindles
- Cast iron or light weight drums
- Iron, aluminium alloy or lightweight ADI hubs
- Available with TIREMAAX® PRO, Hendrickson’s tyre pressure control system, helps improve fuel mileage and increase tyre life
- Available with Hendrickson’s MAXX22T™ optimised trailer air disc brake system (parallel spindle)

### Brake Chambers and Slack Adjusters
- Brake chambers and slack adjusters in various configurations
- All axles supplied with ABS sensor brackets
- All Hendrickson TRLAXLE® trailer axles are backed by an industry leading limited warranty* and Hendrickson’s world-class customer and technical support
- Contact Hendrickson for additional axle, brake and wheel-end options

*For complete warranty terms, conditions and limitations, see the current version of Hendrickson’s Warranty Statement 97117-167 (available at www.hendrickson.com.au).

---

Actual product performance may vary depending upon vehicle configuration, operation, service and other factors.

All applications must comply with applicable Hendrickson specifications and must be approved by the respective vehicle manufacturer with the vehicle in its original, as-built configuration.

Contact Hendrickson for additional details regarding specifications, applications, capacities, and operation, service and maintenance instructions.